The type DBR40C Crane Drum Rotator has been designed for use by Crane or Forklift. The Belly Strap has an adjustable Toggle Latch which holds the Drum quickly & firmly in position, and is able to lift and rotate 205 Litre Drums through 360° with the aid of a Chain Driven Gearbox.

The Crane Drum Rotator has two Forklift pockets and a Forklift Safety Chain to hold the unit to the Fork Arms.

This Unit is also available with a Handle driven gearbox used for rotation – type DBR40H.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- Working Load Limit (WLL) 400 kg
- Unit Weight 72 kg
- 360° Rotation
- Rotation Shaft CL to Lifting Eye 810 mm
- Pocket size 160 x 65 mm
- Pocket Centres 615 mm

(Shown without supplied Hand Chain)